ABSTRACT
Introduction
The error backpropagation method has been greatly used for the supervised training of feedforward neural networks (FNN). But the main drawback of this method is its slow convergence. Many techniques have been proposed to speed up this method, such as second order algorithms [1, 2] , adaptive step size method [3, 4] , least squares method [5] [6] [7] and appropriate weight initialization method [7] [8] [9] . In the following, we discuss some techniques to determine the initial weights of the network.
Shimodaira [10] has proposed a weight initialization method (OIVS) based on geometical considerations to improve the learning performance of the backpropagation algorithm in neural networks. This method is based on the equations representing the characteristics of the information transformation mechanism of a node. Drago and Ridella [8] have proposed a method called SCAWI to improve the performance of the backpropagation algorithm. In this method, the authors use the concept of "Paralyzed neuron percentage" (PNP) which describes how many times a neuron is in a saturated state and the magnitude of atleast one output error is high.
Lehtokangas et al. [11] have proposed a method for weight initialization based on the orthogonal least squares problem. Liu et al. [12] have proposed weight initialization of FNN by means of Partial Least Squares.
This method ensures that the output of neurons are in the active region and increases convergence rate. Zhang et al. [13] have proposed a weight initialization method based on estimating the complexity of a function. Then the optimal network size and topology have been selected and weights are obtained. Nguyan and Widrow (NW) [9] have proposed a weight initialization method by distributing the initial weights of the hidden neurons. So that each hidden node is assigned to a portion of the range of desired function at the start of training.
Fernandez-Redondo and Hernandez-Espinosa [14] presented a paper by comparing six different weight initialization methods with two training algorithms and six databases. The comparison is performed by measuring speed of convergence, generalization and probability of convergence. A partial least squares (PLS) algorithm is used in [15] together with the backpropagation algorithm to calculated both the initial weight values and the optimal number of hidden neurons. The PLS structure is viewed as a simplified three layered ANN and its basic funct ion is to reduce the number of input variables.
Husken and Georick [16] utilized evolutionary algorithms to select a good set of initialization weights for a neural network from a set of optimal weight solutions obtained a priori for similar problems. A new weight initialization algorithm is proposed in [17] based on a simple linear approximation to the nonlinear solution that can be computed analytically with linear least squares. It is a novel method of backpropagating the desired response through the layers of a multilayer perceptron.
Yam et al. [7] have proposed a method to find optimal initial weights based on a linear algebraic method. In each layer least squares method is used to find the weights. Yam and Chow [18, 19] have proposed two methods for weight initialization. In the first method the weights are determined based on Cauchy's inequality and a linear algebraic method which confirms that the outputs of neurons are in the active region and increases the rate of convergence. In the second method the initial weight vectors are determined based on multidimensional geometry. This method also ensures that the outputs of neurons are in the active region. Castillo et al. [20] have proposed a method to determine the weights in one layer feedforward neural networks by minimizing either sum of squared errors or the maximum absolute error. Here weights are obtained by solving linear system of equations. Castillo et al. [21] have also proposed another method based on sensitivity of all parameters with respect to its inputs and outputs of each layer. The method is used for neural network learning and also as the initial method to find the weights.
In this paper, a new approach to determine the initial weights of single hidden layer feedforward neural network is proposed. In the proposed method, the derivative of the activation function is set to a large value [18] to ensure the hidden neuron's outputs are in the active region. Then Cauchy's inequality is applied to assign initial weights for the hidden layer and the outputs of hidden layer is calculated. Next linear system of equations defined by Castillo et al. [20] are applied to calculate the weight vectors of both the layers. Since this method ensures hidden neurons outputs are in the active region, the initial weights calculated increases the speed of convergence. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm in terms of epochs and time is shown by the simulation result of the selected problems namely Iris data set, two spirals problem, modeling a three input nonlinear function, function approximation problem and breast cancer problem. The proposed training method is presented in section 2. Section 3 describes the simulation results of the selected examples.
Training of Neural Network
The single hidden layer neural network as in Figure 1 
 with range 0 to 1 used in both hidden and output layer.
Training Method
In general weights are updated using the mean squared error as cost or error function. The function calculates the error by taking the difference between actual and desired output. Here the hidden layer output z are assumed to be known. The cost function [21] defined for this network is
This cost function is based on the sum of squared errors obtained independently by the hidden and output layers. In general, the change of weight depends on the outputs of neurons connected to it. When the outputs of neurons are 0 or 1, the derivative of the activation function is 0. Therefore there will be no weight change at all, even if there is a difference between the value of the target and the actual output. To obtain maximum value for the network weights and also to ensure the outputs of hidden units are in the active region, the weights are obtained by using the following equation defined by Yam and Chow [18] (i.e.). 1
where
. Now the active region is assumed to be the region in which the derivative of the activation function is greater than 4% of the maximum derivatives [18] 
From [18] ,
If I is larger number and the weights are between  are different. To make sure the outputs of hidden neurons are in the active region for all the patterns, the following value is selected [15] .
 is evaluated using input training patterns by applying (8) and (9) . The weights are initialized by random number generator with uniform distribution between
The output of hidden layer is calculated using
Now the weights of hidden and output layer namely and 
Algorithm
Step
Step 2: Select 1  using (9).
Step 3: Initialize the weights by the uniformly distributed random number in the range
Step 4: Calculate the output of the hidden layer using (10).
Step 5: Calculate the weights of and 1 ki w 2 jk w using (11) and (12) respectively.
Simulation Results
The proposed method is simulated on various problems namely Iris data set, modeling three input nonlinear function, function approximation, breast cancer problem and two spirals problem. All the problems have been simulated using language C on a Pentium IV with 2.40 GHz. The networks with sigmoidal neurons are initialized with the proposed method and then trained by backpropagation. Bias neuron is included in input and hidden layers. Ten-fold cross validation (10-CV) is used to evaluate the pro-posed method. In this, the data set is divided into ten disjoint groups of equal size. The training procedure for each data set is repeated 10 times, each time with nine partitions as training data and one partition as test data. All the reported results are obtained by averaging the outcomes of the 10 separate tests. The results obtained are tabulated and compared with random initialization method and Nguyan and Widrow method.
The structure has five input neurons including bias and one output neuron. The results obtained for the proposed algorithm is compared with random weight initialization method and Nguyan-Widrow weight initialization method and tabulated in Table 1 . The learning curve for the first fold in 10-CV is shown in Figure 2 .
The proposed weight initialization method converges quickly with less number of epochs and time. The minimum MSE obtained is 0.000353 within 0.1secs whereas the random and Nguyan-Widrow converge to 0.000358 and 0.000356 respectively within 0.2secs and 0.4secs respectively. For all the considered network size the proposed weight initialization method converges quickly.
Two Spirals Problem
In this problem, we used 500 input patterns. The points are selected with a radius of 1.5 units. The input coordinates represent the points of two interwined spirals in the two dimensional plane. The network is trained to classify 
Modeling a Three Input Nonlinear Function Problem
The nonlinear function is given as follows : Table 3 . 
500 number of input values are randomly generated and the corresponding i are calculated using (13) . The network structure considered are 9-10-3 and 9-11-3 for all the weight initialization methods considered for comparison. The termination condition fixed for all the methods is 0.0002. The results obtained are tabulated in Table 4 .
The minimum number of epochs required for the network structure 9-10-3 and 9-11-3 of the proposed method are 427 and 480 respectively and corresponding time required to reach the termination condition is 5.6 and 6.9 secs respectively. Similarly for the same network structure NW weight initialization method requires 780 and 662 epochs respectively to reach the termination condition within 10.5 and 9.4 secs respectively.
For the random initialization method the number of epochs required are 676 and 571 respectively to reach the termination condition within 8.9 and 8.2 secs. The learning curve for the first fold in 10-CV is shown in Figure 5. 
Breast Cancer Dataset
The breast cancer data set [23] is one of the best known databases in the pattern recognition literature. The first 250 instances with 30 input attributes are used to diagnose whether the breast tumors are benign or malignant. Since the original data set varies greatly, they are normalized to the range [-1, 1] . The output patterns use 0.1 and 0.9 to represent whether the tumors are benign or malignant. The network structure considered are 31-5-1 and 31-8-1. The results obtained for the proposed method is compared with random weight initialization method and Nguyan-Widrow weight initialization method and tabulated in 
Discussion
In order to show the weights obtained by the proposed method are able to reduce the number of iterations, 25 simulations are carried out for the above problems with different network structure and different learning rates. The average number of epochs required to reach the minimum mean squared error is recorded in Table 6 .
Even though the time complexity of the proposed method is O(n 2 ), it reaches the minimum error in minimum time because it involves linear system of equations and also it is ensured that the outputs of hidden neurons are in the active region before finding the weights for each layer. From the Table 6 it was observed that the proposed algorithm required minimum number of epochs and time to reach minimum mean squared error.
Conclusions
A new weight initialization method using cauchy's inequality based on sensitivity analysis for single hidden layer FNN is proposed. In the proposed method output of hidden neurons are in the active region. The proposed method is simulated on various problems using backpropagation learning algorithm. The results are compared with NW weight initialization method and random weight initialization method. From the simulation it is observed that the proposed method perform well in terms of time, epochs and mean squared error. Also the proposed method converges very quickly without any flat spot. For all the network sizes the proposed method converges properly without any deviations.
